BARRON, T.A.  The Lost Years of Merlin
   The Lost Years of Merlin
   The Seven Songs of Merlin
   The Fires of Merlin
   The Mirror of Merlin
   Wings of Merlin – Carlisle does not own

The Great Tree of Avalon
   Child of the Dark Prophecy
   Shadows on the Stars
   The Eternal Flame

ALEXANDER, LLOYD  The Chronicles of Prydain
   The Book of Three
   The Black Cauldron
   The Castle of Llyr
   Taran Wanderer
   The High King
   The Foundling and Other Tales from Prydain*

BELL, HILARI  Farsala Trilogy
   Flame
   Rise of a Hero
   Forging the Sword

BRASHARES, ANN  The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants
   The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants
   The Second Summer of the Sisterhood
   Girls in Pants: the third summer of the sisterhood
   Forever in Blue: the fourth summer of the sisterhood

BROOKE, LAUREN  Heartland
   Coming Home
   After the Storm
   Breaking Free
Taking Chances*
Come What May *
One Day You'll Know *
Out of the Darkness *
Thicker than Water *
Every New Day
Tomorrow's Promise
True Enough *
Sooner or Later *
Darkest Hour *
Everything Changes *
Love is a Gift *
Holding Fast *
Season of Hope
New Beginnings *
From This Day On *
Always There

Brown, Hobson  **Upper Class**

*The Upper Class: a novel*
Miss Educated *
*Off Campus*
*Crash Test*

Cabot, Meg  **The Princess Diaries**

*The Princess Diaries, Volume I*
Princess in the Spotlight
Princess in Love
Princess in Waiting
Project Princess
Princess in Pink
Princess in Training
The Princess Present
Party Princess
Sweet Sixteen Princess
Valentine Princess *
Princess on the Brink
Princess Mia *
Forever Princess

Colfer, Eoin  **Artemis Fowl**

*Artemis Fowl*
*Artemis Fowl: The Arctic Incident*
*Artemis Fowl: The Eternity Code*
*Artemis Fowl: The Opal Deception*
*Artemis Fowl: The Lost Colony*
Artemis Fowl: The Time Paradox

Cooney, Caroline  **Time Traveler's Quartet**  
*Both Sides of Time*  
*Out of Time*  
*Prisoner of Time*  
*For All Time*

Cross, Gillian  **Dark Ground trilogy**  
*The Dark Ground*  
*The Black Room*  
*The Nightmare Game*

Delaney, Joseph  **The Last Apprentice**  
*Revenge of the Witch*  
*Curse of the Bane*  
*Night of the Soul-Stealer*  
*Attack of the Fiend*  
*Wrath of the Bloodeye*

Duane, Diane  **Young Wizards**  
*So You Want to be a Wizard*  
*Deep Wizardry.*  
*High Wizardry *  
*Wizard Abroad *  
*The Wizard's Dilemma.*  
*A Wizard Alone.*  
*Wizard's Holiday.*  
*Wizards at War.*

Harrison, Lisi  **The Clique**  
*The Clique*  
*Best Friends for Never*  
*Revenge of the Wannabes*  
*Invasion of the Boy Snatchers*  
*The Pretty Committee Strikes Back*  
*Dial "L" for Loser*  
*It's Not Easy Being Mean*  
*Sealed with a Diss*  
*Bratfest at Tiffany's*  
*P.S. I Loathe You*

**The Clique Summer Collection**  
*Massie*  
*Dylan*  
*Alicia*
Kristen
Claire *

Holm, Jennifer L.  **Boston Jane**
*Boston Jane: an adventure*
*Wilderness Days*
*Boston Jane: the claim*

Hopkins, Cathy  **Mates, Dates**
*Mates, Dates and Inflatable Bras*
*Mates, Dates and Cosmic Kisses*
*Mates, Dates and Designer Divas*
*Mates, Dates and Sleepover Secrets *
*Mates, Dates and Sole Survivors *
*Mates, Dates and Mad Mistakes*
*Mates, Dates and Sequin Smiles*
*Mates, Dates and Tempting Trouble *
*Mates, Dates and Great Escapes *
*Mates, Dates and Chocolate Cheats *
*Mates, Dates and Diamond Destiny*
*Mates, Dates and Sizzling Summers*
*Mates, Dates Guide to Life, Love and Looking Luscious *

Horowitz, Anthony  **Alex Ryder**
*Stormbreaker*
*Point Blank*
*Skeleton Key*
*Eagle Strike*
*Scorpia*
*Ark Angel*
*Snakehead*

Hunter, Erin  **Warriors**
*Into the Wild*
*Fire and Ice*
*Forest of Secrets *
*Rising Storm*
*A Dangerous Path*
*The Darkest Hour *

**Warriors: The New Prophecy**
*Midnight*
*Moonrise*
*Dawn *
*Starlight*
*Twilight*
Sunset

Warriors: Power of Three
The Sight
Dark River
Outcast *
Eclipse
Long Shadows
Sunrise

Jacques, Brian Redwall
Redwall
Mossflower
Mattimeo *
Mariel of Redwall
Salamandastron
Martin the Warrior
The Bellmaker
Outcast of Redwall
The Pearls of Lutra
The Long Patrol
Marlfox
The Legend of Luke
Lord Brocktree
The Taggerung
Triss
Loamhedge
Rakkety Tam
High Rhulain
Eulalia!

Jones, Frewin The Faerie Path
The Faerie Path
The Lost Queen
The Sorcerer King

LeGuin, Ursula Annals of the Western Shore
Gifts *
Powers
Voices

MacHale, DJ Pendragon
The Merchant of Death
The Lost City of Faar
The Never War
The Reality Bug
Black Water
The Rivers of Zadaa
The Quillan Games
The Pilgrims of Rayne
Raven Rise.

Melling, O.R. The Chronicles of Faerie
The Hunter's Moon
The Summer King
The Light-Bearer's Daughter

Meyer, L.A. Bloody Jack
Bloody Jack: being an account of the curious adventures of Mary 'Jacky' Faber, Ship's Boy
Curse of the blue tattoo: being an account of the misadventures of Jacky Faber, midshipman and fine lady
Under the Jolly Roger: being an account of the further nautical adventures of Jacky Faber
In the belly of the bloodhound: being an account of a particularly peculiar adventure in the life of Jacky Faber
Mississippi Jack: being an account of the further waterborne adventures of Jacky Faber, midshipman, fine lady, and the Lily of the West *
My bonny light horseman: being an account of the further adventures of Jacky Faber, in love and war *

Meyer, Stephenie Twilight
Twilight
New Moon
Eclipse
Breaking Dawn

Morris, Gerald The Squire's Tales
The Squire's Tale
The Squire, His Knight, and His Lady
The Savage Damsel and The Dwarf
Parsifal's Page

Naylor, Phillis Alice series
The Agony of Alice *
Alice in Rapture, Sort of *
Reluctantly Alice *
All but Alice *
Alice in April
Alice In-Between
Alice the Brave
Alice in Lace
Outrageously Alice
Achingly Alice
Alice on the Outside
The Grooming of Alice
Alice Alone
Simply Alice
Patiently Alice
Including Alice
Alice on Her
Alice in the Know
Dangerously Alice *
Almost Alice

Paolini, Christopher Eragon
Eragon
Eldest
Brisingr

Nix, Garth Abhorsen Trilogy
Sabriel
Lirael
Abhorsen

Pierce, Tamora The Song of The Lioness
Alanna: The First Adventure
In the Hand of the Goddess
The Woman Who Rides Like a Man
Lioness Rampant

The Immortals
Wild Magic
Wolf-Speaker
Emperor Mage
The Realms of the Gods

Protector of the Small Quartet
First Test
Page
Squire
Lady Knight

Daughter of the Lioness
Trickster's Choice
Trickster's Queen

Circle of Magic
Sandry's Book
Tris's Book
Daja's Book
Briar's Book

The Circle Opens
Magic Steps
Street Magic
Cold Fire
Shatterglass

Pullman, Philip The Golden Compass
The Golden Compass
The Subtle Knife
The Amber Spyglass

Rennison, Louise Confessions of Georgia Nicholson
Angus, Thongs and Full-Frontal Snogging
On the Bright Side, I'm Now the Girlfriend of a Sex God
Knocked Out by My Nunga-Nungas
Dancing in my Nuddy-Pants
Away Laughing on a Fast Camel
...Then He Ate my Boy Entrancers
...Startled by His Furry Shorts
Luuurve is a Many Trousered Thing
Georgia Nicolson's Little Pink Book *
Stop in the Name of Pants! *
Luuurve Gods A-Go-Go *
Top Gossip *
Georgia's Book of Wisdomosity *
Luuurve and Other Ramblings *

Riordan, Rick Percy Jackson and the Olympians
The Lightning Thief
The Sea of Monsters
The Titan’s Curse
The Battle of the Labyrinth

Schreiber, Ellen Vampire Kisses
Vampire Kisses
Vampire Kisses II: Kissing Coffins
Vampire Kisses III: Vampireville
Vampire Kisses IV: Dance with a Vampire
Vampire Kisses V: the Coffin Club

Shan, Darren The Saga of Darren Shan
  Cirque Du Freak
  The Vampire's Assistant *
  Tunnels of Blood
  Vampire Mountain
  Trials of Death
  The Vampire Prince
  Hunters of the Dusk *
  Allies of the Night *
  Killers of the Dawn
  The Lake of Souls
  Lord of the Shadows
  Sons of Destiny *

Skye, Obert Leven Thumps
  Leven Thumps and the Gateway to Foo
  Leven Thumps and the Whispered Secret
  Leven Thumps and the Eyes of the Want
  Leven Thumps and the Wrath of Ezra

Stroud, Jonathan The Bartimaeus Trilogy
  The Amulet of Samarkand
  The Golem's Eye
  Ptolemy's Gate

Westerfeld, Scott Uglies
  Uglies
  Pretties
  Specials
  Extras

Yolen, Jane The Pit Dragon Trilogy
  Dragon's Blood
  Heart's Blood
  A Sending of Dragons